
Welcome to the Dating Success Formula Module of this course. 

You don’t need to necessarily have to ‘date’ as such to use this formula. Dating here refers to opening up to someone &
connecting with them with the potential for an intimate relationship.  

Opening up to & looking to connect with potential mates can be a mine field that can require boundaries, systems,
strategies & even policies to navigate. 
In this section you will learn about & build your own personal navigation system using the ‘Dating Success Formula’. 

This formula supports us to cut through the ‘duds & no goods’, even the ones who fake their intentions & who they are; plus
ruthlessly clear space for healthy/ optimised mates only.

There is no more time to waste settling for realtionships that are no damb good for us, it’s time for healthy optimised mates
& relationships only.

DATING SUCCESS
FORMULA

Module 1 -  Intro Page

A Pathway to Healthy Optimised Relationships.



What I mean by ‘dating success’ here is going through the process of meeting & connecting with a potential mate in a way
that minimises any harm to you, maximises your chance of a healthy, happy, optimised relationship & ends in one too.
The ‘dating pool’ as it were, is full of varying potentials, some of which are good for us & others are life & mental health
destroying.

It is important to take this process slowly, methodically & resist the temptation to rush off into a hormone induced fantasy
relationship with someone who floats our boat or meets our unmet needs upfront (but who’s long term quantities &
qualities are unknown). Put your hand up if  you have been there! I have!

Our bodies may have a strong chemical reaction to the possibility of finding love, a mate or sexual partner. This chemical
reaction espeshially mixed with our longings or unmet needs & the potential for those needs to be met can skew our
thinking & litterally turn off the logical part of our brain. This is when we become most open to potential unhealthy
connections as our vetting system may be down or cast aside.

Stay as emotionally sober as you can & know that what you see is not the whole story from anyone. It takes up to 6 months
to begin to see what is beneith the surface of someone (*see. The ‘what lays beneath worksheet), the slower & more
methodical the process of entering an intimate relationship with this person is, the better. Although we all want the rush of
love, getting it in a long term healthy relationship is more emotionally viable & fulfilling than an exhilarating yet empty
relational fast food high. 

Before beggining this chapter of the book I would like to credit & thank Jennifer Funk
(www.whatevolvedwomenwant.com). She introduced me to many elements of this formula, helped me
understand how they work, giving me the much of the basis for this work in my life & on these pages. 

HEALTHY MATE CONNECTION /
DATING SUCCESS INTRODUCTION



Unfortunately there are a lot of people with controlling & abusive intentions &/or tendencies out there & they are actively
searching for prey. It is of utmost importance to know the tricks these people might try play on you to get you into a
vulnerable position with them i.e  in an intimate emotionally bonded & often quickly committed relationship.  

Using the tools I include in this book can help you to close out these types of people from your life. Pease keep in mind that
getting into relationships with abusive people is not your fault, nor is their behaviour (even if you trigger them in some
way).

You are not ‘attracting them’ (although they may find us a good option if we have vulnerabilities they can exploit)  & it isn’t
your fault they are operating how they are. We don’t need to ‘look for the best in them & manifest it from them’, in my
opinion we need to see the reality & respond in a way that is caring & protective to ourselves.  

I have found that closing down any vulnerabilities to these kind of peoples manipulations &
opening up only to well vetted healthy connections slowly  & methodically, minimised 
abusive people’s ability to connect with me & maximised & 
defined the space in my life for healthy connections. 

Please remeber that abuse is the 
responsibility of the perpetrator of it 
& not us for ‘not being clever or alert enough‘
to avoid it.

my dating journey was fraught with abuse, 
manipulation & getting into relationships 
that cost me years of my life & left me with 
nothing but scars . I hope this book/ course 
will prevent this for others.  

Read my story as you move through 
each section of this workbook.
Find out what my experiences are &
 the necessary changes I made 
to protect myself &
get what I wanted & needed 
out of an intimate partnership. 

Who we choose or allow to be our mate has an impact of huge gravitas on our lives & wellbeing & effects those around us
too, espeshially our children if we have any before or during an unhealthy relationship.
 
Allowing someone into our emotional space is a pivotal moment & it isn’t something to take lightly at all, for the
consequences of allowing in a person who is bad for us are heavy & far reaching into our future. (see ‘Relationship Impacts‘
Section 1). 

 To prepare us to walk the path of connecting with another intimately, we will; review & work on our foundation, reflect on
what has came before in the differing areas of our relationships, so that we can draw clarity & knowledge from what we
have already experienced. We will also build the framework for ourselves to walk this path with protection & poise & policy;
having these things in place will narrow our chances of unhealthy connections & increase our chances of connecting with a
healthy mate.

Without a framework we are liable to react & respond emotionally to others & situations on the fly with no reference for our
own choices, this leaves us open to ‘duds & no goods’ (who may also have their own framework they are working from *see
‘Common Abuse Patterns).

Its important to be open to only what is healthy for us & closed to that which is not, espeshailly in the case of allowing
someone into our intimate spaces. 
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Do Not Project
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Success! You have found a
healthy optimised mate.

DATING SUCCESS PATHWAY
for Protection & Success 

This infographic shows a pathway through making connections with potential mates, that cuts through the
‘duds & no goods‘ & moves you forward only with healthy optimised mates.  

Read on for more information about each element on the ‘dating success pathway ‘ & to create your own
pathway to your healthy optimised mate.  



Vetting

Vetting is the process of critically & truthfully examining a person before moving any further forward with them in
anyway. 

Using the vetting worksheet, gather information from your foundation to create your vetting framework. This will
show you what you need & cannot accept in a potential mate. 

Being brutal with your vetting process & making zero excuses or allowances for anyone in the early stages &
throughout  the relationship will save you a lot of emotional damage, ongoing emotional relationship issues & time
wasted in the long run. The more honest, committed & brutal your vetting process is the more successful your quest
for  healthy relationship & optimised mate will be.

Bare in mind people wear social masks & facades. People with manipulative & abusive agendas may mimic a perfect
partner for months before they allow their abuse to become more obvious & overt. Use the ‘Abuse Pattern’ worksheet
to help you see through some of these booby traps.   

Be mindful of what personal information you reveal about yourself to others as it may be used to fool you later. Do
more observing than sharing upfront as you get to know people. Make sure they qualify to have information about
you using your vetting process.  

You can vet people before you even give them eye contact or any connection at all, by observing them in the
environment & vetting them before you decide give any energy to anyone. For example if you see someone talking or
behaving in ways that are unhealthy or upsetting to you, you can decide not to exchange energy with that person &
make zero connection.  This is helpful in social situations where we are looking to open up to a potential mate. 
 

This can be helpful for conserving social energy & keeping your social circle very clean even at the acquaintance level.

Your foundation is the basis from where you operate. Laying your inner  & outter foundation is essential before
stepping back into the relationship arena. 

These foundations form the basis of how we relate to others & on which we build our relationship. Therefore it is wise
to tend to & build them before we try to build a relationship.

Both partners will bring their foundation into the relationship with them. This will have a fundermental effect on what
can & does grow, or cannot & does not grow in the relationship.

 Use the ‘Your Foundation’ module to learn more & work on yours. 

Lay Your Foundation

After laying your foundation & your vetting framework, you can begin to open up to oppurtunities to more safely &
successfully meet potential partners/ optimised mates.
Be very mindful of where, how & what opportunities you open up to. Choosing opportunities wisely & having a clear
vetting process is essential. 

Use the ‘Opening up to Opportunities’ worksheet to discover places that may yield good oppurtunities to meet like
minded people & potential optimised mates. Being  among those who share or compliment your passions &  share
your values are great places to make meaningful connections. 

Just going to a regular bar for example may not yield the same oppurtunity for meaningful connection as a space
where people interested in & passionate about something very important  to you gather. Spaces such as these also
connect you with wider communities &  networks of like minded people, expanding your opportunities even wider.
Even in these more optimal spaces be mindful to vet & not to rush into relationships & commitments. 

Open Up to Oppurtunity

Dating Formula Explained 1:



Rushing into relationships carries with it a big risk of getting into a dysfunctional & even abusive relationship.
This is because getting to know someone & the true relational dynamics between you both, takes time. 
It can take months, even over a year for someone’s mask to finally fall off in front of us.

If we become heavily emotionally bonded & invested in someone, by the time we realise who they actually are (if it
very different to who they have shown us they are),  it can become very confusing & difficult to leave. Therefore in my  
opinion, it is best not to allow intimate emotional bonds to develop rapidly with people we have just met &  without
proper vetting & boundaries. 

When we rush in, we enter a pot luck draw of who we are actually committing to, sharing our intimate selves & lives
with & investing in. Our vulnerable intimate spaces, personal space, lives & energy investments are the most precious
thing we have. They are not to be given or shared lightly.  Doing so can have devastating results if done with the
wrong person, which is exactly what the danger is in rushing in..  

Even if the person ticks all the boxes onspec, their deeper layers are concealed until down the line. Reality hits later
on,  after the ‘honey moon phases’ especially when pressure hits.  

Watch how they behave & treat others & the things they say in seriousness & jest, be honest with yourself about the
reality  of a person & take your time to see who someone really is, if they are safe & healthy to relate with & how you
will work or not together .

Don’t Rush In 

Dating Formula Explained 2:

It can be easy to project our ‘perfect partner fantasy’ on to who ever shows up that remotely resembles what we are
looking for. This is due to deep desire for intimate connection & chemical reaction in our body to a potential intimate
mate. It is very important not to let the rush of intense emotions & hormonal drives to overtake our better judgement
at this time.

Someone can tick all of our boxes and still not be healthy for us... they may tick boxes that are no-no boxes (see
‘ticking boxes worksheet’) & you may not know for a long time... this is why we don’t rush in.  

it is of utmost importance to look directly at & be honest about the reality of a person & what they are showing you.
if they ghost often for example but also want commitment (its happened to me!) the reality of the person is that they
cannot commit & are displaying harmful behaviours in the relationship. Hopefully your vetting process will
illuminate some one like that very early on. 

Research suggests we see what we want to see or are trained to see in many cases, this is known as ‘motivated
perception’. This means if we project our fantasies onto someone we may actually believe them & find ways to try &
make our fantasy true rather than be honest about what at is actually real. 

Our perception of someone’s potential also counts as a fantasy. It is something that could be, but is not right now and
may never actually be (this is something Jenn Funk really drove home). 

Fantasys & motivated perception can keep us stuck in an unhealthy realtionship that never changes no matter how
much belief in it we have.  

(See fantasy vs reality worksheet) 

’The term motivated perception refers to the process by which people's active desires, needs, and motivations shape their
perceptual experiences’, (Balcetis & Dunning, 2006; Dunning & Balcetis, 2013; see also Bruner, 1957).

Don’t Project a Fantasy



Commitment Gateways are appropriate passages into commitment with us that make sure the commitment we are
about to make is both healthy, beneficial & wise for us. Create Your own Commitment Gateway Framework or use
mine, using  the ‘Commitment Gateway Worksheets’. 

The western culturally prescribed relationship commitment initiation series is; monogamous commited relationship,
engagement, marriage then children. This pattern is often still followed apart from the placement of children.
Children are often brought into the mix at any point along this series, sometimes including before the committed
relationship begins. (I am not speaking of pregnancy via abuse here but by mutual sexual encounter).  

Having children is the biggest commitment that can be made & has the most at stake. Unlike marrage you can not
divorce your way out of sharing children with someone. You will be emotionally ‘taken to the cleaners’ if the
relationship breaks down &  your ex-partner is not healthy & respectful or you parted on very bad terms.
Many people are abused by the ‘co-parent’ of their child, using the children as a weapon in the process, it’s no joke. It
is so very crucial to our health & the child’s health to only bring them in to the world in a very considered, practical
way where they will be provided with a parental relationships space of stability & good mental emotional, realtional
health. 

 Life Commitments made with others can severely better us or damage us. Choose wisely what you commit to with
whom. It is important that commitments made, whatever they are, are made in highly considered, practical &
emotionally sober way. 

It is better to wait for a real healthy relationship with healthy foundations than to get whipped up in the surface
emotions of a new & novel relationship with someone not very well/ deeply known to you. I know it can be so
tempting to let your emotions run wild & get swept up in a relationship fantasy, we can still feel those feelings in ways
that don’t compromise our vetting & commitment gateways (see ‘Fantasy Vs Reality)).

Commitment Gateways

All of these steps in the dating formula, plus ‘your approach’ to entering into relationship with someone will help you
prepare for, vet & enter only relationships that are safe, healthy & fulfilling for you short & long term. 

Now move on to creating your foundation, approach & vetting processes below so that you are clear & ready with
everything you need in place before you move forward. 

The path ahead will come with its rewards & its challenges. Being ready & with frameworks prepared to face & deal
with these challenges will greatly effect the outcomes of your journey to find a healthy/ optimised mate.  

Healthy Connection Success 

Red and green flags are behaviours that signal deeper health & compatibility (green) or of deeper issues & 
 incompatibility (red) down the line.
Imagine these flags stuck into the surface of an iceberg, warning you of what lays beneath & what will be revealed to
you & impact you (for better or worse in time).

People are layered creatures, we often see a facade or just a taste at first & getting to know someones deeper layers
takes months to years to even begin to touch upon them. 
The behaviour people display may be real, a facade or even a manipulative ruse. However from time to time &
especially under pressure a lot ofpeople will crack & show a glimpse of what is beneith.  

Pay attention to the reality of a persons attitudes, values & behaviours from the onset. Do not excuse red flag in the
hopes of them going away; you are being shown what lays beneath & a taste of the larger scope of who someone is. It
is unlikely it will go away & more likely it will get bigger as it continues to become more & more apparent over time. 
Humans fake their behaviour sometimes, so take it slow. Use the tools in this book & other tools & knowledge at your
disposal, so you have plenty of time to discern more clearly what is going on, before getting emotionally involved or
making a commitment. 

Red & Green Flags 

Dating Formula Explained 3:



Module 2 -  Worksheets 

DATING SUCCESS
FORMULA 

Use these
worksheets
to create
your own
dating
success
framework.

WORKSHEETS



 Rushing in is the act of rushing  a connection/ relationship beyond
it’s natural growth & depth level. Also rushing into commitments
with  another  before viability, health & safety of the relationship
can be determined. 

‘Rushing in’ is one of the most critical pitfalls when moving into a
new relationship. Taking a chance & ‘rolling the rushing in dice’ can
cost us several years or more of our lives (& effect any children  or
others involved or exposed to the individual we allow in). 

Rather than risking your intimate space, heart, life & mental health
by rushing into a relationship on a ‘fantasy fuelled, hormone high’ or
to get a desperately unmet need met; apply a more grounded &
methodical approach to gain more power, control & protection in the
situation.  

As Jennifer Funk (see Intro page) once advised me, ‘do not rush in,
lean back & observe’. Lean back & observe the human in front of us,
rather than directing the situation forward or making moves to
deepen the relationship. 

This method of approaching potential mates means that the other is
revealed to you more substantially & you are able to see red & green
flags & make better descions about what to do with this connection;
based on your safety & wellbeing needs & your desires.
  
Assume the position of leaning back with an intent to take things
very, very slowly, if to get anything started at all, before you open up
to dating & potential intimate connections.

You will also ‘vet’ the incoming potentials in various other ways, to
dramatically decrease the amount of ‘duds & no goods’ who have
access to you’

Be mindful of believing you know the connection & what it is before
you’ve really had time to experience & see the reality of what it is.
Even if it makes so much sense, has so much potential & feels
amazing to you, give time for the reality to emerge & be detached
enough (rather than rapidly bonded) to be able to see it when it does. 
Iv had the most magickal, synchronistic & wonderful relationships of
such optimal potential that have been with abusive people playing a
good game. I wasted years of my life on repeat in this pattern.  

Choose wisely who you allow into your most precious of space, as it
will have far reaching impacts. It is a critical juncture to move slowly
& check out what is right for you, look after you & protect you
fiercely.

DON’T RUSH IN

Rushing in is the act of rushing a connection/ relationship beyond it’s natural growth & depth level.

Also rushing into commitments with another before the viability, health & safety of the relationship can be

determined. 



I was a ‘chronic rusher inner’. I didn’t understand the risk I was taking or position I was putting myself in, in those situations. Infact I thought it
was just how things were done, you fall in love & get ‘whisked off into the sunset for a happily ever after’ right? 

My  mind set was informed by fantastical ideas about love, ‘Disney’ style romance & ‘twin flame’ madness. 
I believed that when someone set my mind, body & soul on fire & ticked every box on my manifestation list, it ment they were ‘the one’ for me.
They showed up right? I manifested them. If they liked me back & wanted to take it further, it was obvious that ‘we were ment to be’ right?

If that was the case then everything was going to be just great, we would get through anything and they would never hurt me... we were ment
to be after all, this was ‘the one’ I’d been waiting for... the one I had been manifesting. 

I had no vetting in place, I rushed in like a lightning bolt, I had no boundaries, my foundation was messed up from prior abusive relationships. I
believed bs like I was manifesting the abusive side of people & I just had to try harder & vibrate higher myself to not manifest that side of them
into my experience. I mistakenly took their behaviour as my responsablity, which enabled the abuse to continue & grow. Fuck.

I projected my fantasy of my ideal mate onto the person who fit the bill without realising I was doing it. The narrative in my head was already
that ‘this person was definitely ‘the one’’ & so the fantasy seemed real. Not to mention the other was often pushing to rush in also claiming I
was ‘the one’ & encouraging fantasy for their own agenda (see ‘abuse tactics pattern’).

I would excuse every red flag & anything pointing me to reality (rather than my fantasy) for a very long time. Believing the others behaviour
was my fault & I had to ‘learn a spiritual life lesson’ & make change in myself to stop the others abuses of me. This was fuelled by books I had
read (specifically a book on twin flames that touted true love must be won by enduring abuse from ‘the one’) & new age shit I had consumed
online.
I was so invested in my fantasy & in many cases the fantasy that the other had sold me too, that I couldn’t see what was right in front of me. I
was over come with emotion as a highly sensitive person & someone  deeply committed to loyalty, which contributed to the hold relationships
had on me. 

I was willing to work through anything & willing to care for the other even through their abuses of me. 

I was taken in & destroyed mentally, emotionally & financially many times by people I trusted too early & rushed into allowing into my life &
intimate spaces.  

It wasn’t until I stopped rushing in & believing people upfront about who they were & made sure I could see for myself, that I began to take
more control over who was coming into my life (I worked with Jenn Funk to get support with this). I would already cut out people I could clearly
see were not good or me, but the ones who fit the bill of ‘the one’; the ones playing unhealthy &/or abusive games who successfully mimicked a
perfect partner at the onset, I wasn’t vetting those people.

After taking this control & applying the other elements of this formula I was able to shut down many avenues to accessing me that I previously
had open. I was no longer as manipulatable & reachable as I once was. I was able to move forward & into a healthy relationship I took
verrrrrrryyyy slowly, applying each step of this formula. Reminder abuse is not your fault.  We can apply things to mitigate the access abuseive
people may have to us;  weather we do or we don’t, weather those things work for us or not... the abuse is still not our fault.  

The mate that came into my life was what I had been asking for. I can’t say if manifestation is unequivocally real & I think many rhetorics
around it are dangerous as mentioned above... however the mate I asked for in detail showed up (see ‘My Optimised Mate Story’).

Even though they were what I had asked for, I didn’t rush niaevely off into the sunset with them. I didn’t expect happily ever after, I leaned back
& observed as Jenn Funk had told me so many times. My now partner showed me no red flags & only green flags even under pressure for 6
months before I decided to enter a committed relationship with him. 

We have now been together happily, healthfully & creatively (we like to make stuff together) for 6 years & counting.

RUSHING IN - MY STORY



Have you ever ‘rushed in’ before?

What did it lead to down the line?  

If you have ‘rushed in’ before what happened?What do you think a rushing in is?

REFLECTION
DON’T RUSH IN
After reading the previous pages, what do you think a rushing in is? Have You
experienced it before?
Answer the questions below, baring in mind this is not to judge your thoughts &
choices but to get deeper clarity on where we have been & what has happened so
we can learn more deeply from it & avoid pitfalls next time.

What did you believe at the time that you rushed in? 

What were you feeling when you rushed in?  

What lead you to rush in? 



How do you feel now that you have looked over your past experiences?

REFLECTION 2 

DON’T RUSH IN
Use this worksheet to reflect on your answers, your needs, how you feel &
insights you now have. 

What do you need for your wellbeing after completing the last worksheet? 

Did you receive any new information or deeper clarification or learn anything new? 

What is one thing you will do differently next time when the opportunity to rush in presents? 



WORKSHEET

DO NOT RUSH IN 

What drives me to rush in with somebody? Really think about this one!

What is it  about somebody that makes me want to rush in with them? 

What is it  about me that makes me want to rush in?

What do I  think I  will  get from rushing in? 

When am I most likely to rush in? Think about experiences & states of being that might make you vulnerable to rushing in.

What can I  do to prepare myself to go slow, before I  am in a situation where I  may be tempted to rush in?

When looking for love it can be easy to get swept up in intense emotions & rush into relationship with a  person that
makes us feel good & eases our longing for partnership. 
It is important to have a plan in place for not rushing in, taking  it slow & getting to know who someone really is
before you invest heavily & give them access to you, your life & intimate spaces away. 



WORKSHEET

DO NOT RUSH IN 

When I get all  excited about a potential mate & feel an urge to get too close too quickly I  will... . . .  instead...

My need to rush in with a partner is triggered by my need for/to...

How can I  meet that need in my life? 

What are my ‘due time’ periods that I  wait & observe before considering next steps with someone? 

If  I  feel like someone else is rushing in with me or trying to get me to rush in with them I will...  

How can I  change my approach to dating & potential partners that calms & negates my urges to rush in? 

When looking for love it can be easy to get swept up in intense emotions & rush into relationship with a  person that
makes us feel good & eases our longing for partnership. 
It is important to have a plan in place for not rushing in, taking  it slow & getting to know who someone really is
before you invest heavily & give access to you, your life & intimate spaces away. 



Use what you have learned & include each of your answers from the questions above to create a plan ‘ framework for
yourself to use when you are on your journey of connecting with a healthy optimised mate.

WORKSHEET

MY NO RUSHING IN PLAN

When on my path into a new relationship I  will  prepare for,  approach & respond to rushing in with/ by: 

MY PLAN

Statement starters:  *I  will  take the position of...  before I...  when I ’m...,  *I  will... ,  *I  will  not...,  *if  someone try’s
to rush in I  will... ,  *if  I  feel  l ike rushing in I  will... ,  *I  will  wait . . .  months before moving into any commitments...  



Use what you have learned & include each of your answers from the questions above to create a plan ‘ framework for
yourself to use when you are on your journey of connecting with a healthy optimised mate.

WORKSHEET

MY NO RUSHING IN PLAN

When on my path into a new relationship I  will  prepare for,  approach & respond to rushing in with/ by: 

MY PLAN

Statement starters:  *I  will  take the position of...  *I  will...  *I  will  not...  *if  someone try’s  to rush in I  will...  *if  I  feel
like rushing in I  will... .  *I  will  wait x months before moving into any commitments...  


